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I. SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES 

Microfluidic device design 

To develop µNTLS, we exploited micropatterning tools to guide formation of hPSC colonies with 

prescribed tubular geometries and microfluidics for controllable chemical gradient generation (see 

Methods).  Specifically, microcontact printing is applied to print an array of rectangular Geltrex 

adhesive islands (4 mm × 100 µm or 4 mm × 200 µm) on a glass coverslip before a microfluidic device 

containing three channels is assembled onto the coverslip under proper alignment (Fig. 1b and 

Extended Data Fig. 1b-e).  Geltrex is chosen because it is enriched for basement membrane proteins 

surrounding the NT1.  The three microfluidic channels are separated by two linear arrays of support 

posts; the area in the central channel demarcated by support posts defines a patterning region, in which 

passive diffusions from left and right medium reservoirs of the central channel or from top and bottom 

channels establish orthogonal chemical gradients along the length (designated as R-C axis) and width 

(designated as D-V axis) of the patterning region, respectively (Fig. 1b, Extended Data Fig. 1b,c, and 

Supplementary Fig. 1).  Importantly, alignment of printed Geltrex islands with the microfluidic 

patterning region ensures that all cell colonies inside the patterning region are exposed to identical 

chemical gradients (Supplementary Fig. 1a,b).  After loading Geltrex into the entire central channel, 

morphogen diffusion in the microfluidic patterning region is assessed by supplementing Texas Red-

labeled dextran into the right reservoir of the central channel.  A linear gradient of dextran is established 

within 24 h after its supplementation into the right reservoir of the central channel and remains stable for 

at least 2 days (Supplementary Fig. 1a,b), confirming our strategy using microfluidics to establish 

stable linear chemical gradients.  Dextran diffusion assay also confirms establishment of stable chemical 

gradients along the D-V axis in the patterning region during D-V patterning of µNTLS (Supplementary 

Fig. 1c,d).    

 

Effects of WNT, FGF, and RA signals on R-C patterning of μNTLS 
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Classic embryology studies show that R-C patterning of the NT is mediated by caudalizing signals, 

including WNT2, FGF3, and RA4, acting synergistically on neuronal progenitors in a graded fashion.  

We thus investigated the effects of WNT, FGF, and RA signals on R-C patterning of μNTLS.  Our data 

show that WNT signal is both essential and effective in caudalizing μNTLS.  Greater doses of WNT 

signals result in significantly shortened OTX2+ FB / MB domains restricted at μNTLS rostral ends and 

regions with HB / SC identities covering most μNTLS areas on Day 7 (Extended Data Fig. 2a,d).  

WNT signal is required for HOXB1, HOXB4, and HOXC9 induction, as no HOXB1+, HOXB4+, or 

HOXC9+ cells are detectable in Day 7 μNTLS under IWP2 treatments (Supplementary Fig. 3b,d).    

Animal studies show that RA and FGF have distinct roles in axial patterning of HB and SC 

regions, with RA promoting and inhibiting expression of rostral and caudal Hox genes, respectively, and 

FGF promoting and inhibiting caudal and rostral Hox gene expression, respectively5,6.  The opposing 

effects of FGF8 and RA on axial patterning are also evident in R-C patterned μNTLS.  Higher doses of 

RA lead to broader HOXB4+ domains but narrower HOXC9+ caudal regions in R-C patterned μNTLS 

on Day 7, compared to lower RA dose conditions (Extended Data Fig. 2c,d).  Consistently, inhibition 

of RA activity using BMS-493 leads to much fewer HOXB4+ cells but longer HOXC9+ caudal domains 

in Day 7 μNTLS (Supplementary Fig. 3b,d).  In contrast, compared to conditions with lower FGF8 

doses, higher doses of FGF8 result in shortened HOXB4+ regions but wider HOXC9+ caudal domains 

in Day 7 μNTLS (Extended Data Fig. 3b,d), while inhibition of FGF activity using PD173074 

completely blocks formation of HOXC9+ domains (Supplementary Fig. 3b,d).    

We also investigated the effects of WNT, FGF and RA signals on NMP development.  Previous 

in vivo and in vitro studies support the roles of WNT and FGF in NMP induction and maintenance of 

their undifferentiated state and RA with an opposite role in driving differentiation of NMPs into neural 

and mesodermal lineages7,8.  Consistently, in R-C patterned μNTLS, inhibition of WNT activity by 

IWP2 or FGF activity by PD173074 completely blocks NMP development at caudal μNTLS regions, 

evidenced by negative expression of NMP-associated transcription factors CDX2 or BRA at caudal 
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μNTLS regions on Day 4 (Supplementary Fig. 3a,c).  Interestingly, inhibition of RA activity by BMS-

493 leads to broadened caudal regions in Day 4 μNTLS co-expressing CDX2 and BRA 

(Supplementary Fig. 3a,c).  Thus, our data support inductive effects of WNT and FGF but inhibitory 

effect of RA on NMP development in μNTLS. 

 

Dynamics of R-C patterning of μNTLS 

We examined dynamics of R-C patterning of µNTLS.  HOXB1+ cells emerge first at μNTLS caudal 

ends on Day 3 (Extended Data Fig. 3a,d).  All cells in μNTLS at this time retain expression of OCT4 

(Extended Data Fig. 3a), a pluripotency marker, suggesting initiation of R-C patterning before neural 

conversion completion, consistent with recent findings9.  Rostral boundaries of HOXB1+ domains 

extend rostrally between Day 3 and Day 5 (Extended Data Fig. 3a,d).  Concomitantly, caudal 

boundaries of OTX2+ domains regress rostrally (Extended Data Fig. 3a,d).  On Day 5, OCT4 becomes 

undetectable in µNTLS (Extended Data Fig. 3a), suggesting completion of neural conversion.  

Completion of neural conversion in μNTLS is further confirmed by RT-qPCR analysis of μNTLS on 

different days, revealing downregulation of OCT4 and NANOG and upregulation of neural progenitor 

(NP) markers SOX1 and PAX6 on Day 5 (Extended Data Fig. 3b).  From Day 5 to Day 7, HOXB1 

expression at caudal μNTLS regions decreases rapidly, leading to spatially restricted domains of 

HOXB1 expression in middle sections of μNTLS (Extended Data Fig. 3a,d), consistent with Hoxb1 

expression dynamics in mice10.  HOXC9+ cells emerge at μNTLS caudal ends on Day 5, with its rostral 

boundary expanding rostrally first between Day 5 and Day 6 before regressing caudally from Day 6 to 

Day 7 (Extended Data Fig. 3a,d), consistent with initiation, expansion and regression of Hoxb9 

expression in chick embryos5.  HOXB4+ cells are not evident in μNTLS until Day 6 (Extended Data 

Fig. 3a,d), later than the first appearance of HOXB9+ cells, different from the co-linearity of HOX 

genes in vivo11.   
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Intrigued by the role of RA in promoting rostral HOX gene expression5,6 (also see data in 

Extended Data Fig. 2c,d, Supplementary Fig. 3b,d), we tested whether high doses of RA would 

promote earlier emergence of HOXB4 in μNTLS.  Indeed, with greater doses of RA, after emergence of 

HOXB1+ cells in caudal μNTLS regions on Day 4, HOXB4+ cells appear on Day 5 in caudal μNTLS 

regions (Extended Data Fig. 3c,d).  At this time, there are no detectable HOXB9+ cells in μNTLS 

(Extended Data Fig. 3c,d).  Between Day 5 and Day 7, caudal boundaries of HOXB1+ domains 

slightly regress rostrally, with concomitant rostral extension of rostral boundaries of HOXB4+ domains 

(Extended Data Fig. 3c,d).  HOXC9+ cells emerge in μNTLS caudal ends on Day 6 and its expression 

domain remains relatively unchanged between Day 6 and Day 7 (Extended Data Fig. 3c,d).  Thus, with 

greater doses of RA, dynamic regional patterning of HOX genes in μNTLS appears consistent with the 

spatial and temporal collinearity of HOX gene expression in vivo. 

To examine a possible role of cell migration in R-C patterning of µNTLS, we tracked clonal 

growth of single H2B-GFP hESCs spiked in μNTLS.  Specifically, H2B-GFP hESCs are mixed with 

non-fluorescent hESCs at a ratio of 1 : 200 before cell seeding into the microfluidic device on Day 0 

(Supplementary Fig. 4a).  Clonal growth of single H2B-GFP hESCs is monitored daily during µNTLS 

development (Supplementary Fig. 4a).  Interestingly, during µNTLS development, H2B-GFP cell 

colonies at caudal μNTLS regions become significantly longer along the R-C axis compared to those at 

rostral domains, whereas H2B-GFP cell colonies at rostral μNTLS are significantly wider along the D-V 

axis compared to those at caudal regions, suggesting different growth dynamics across the R-C axis of 

μNTLS, with caudal μNTLS tending to elongate and rostral μNTLS tending to expand laterally 

(Supplementary Fig. 4b).  Our data further show that the center of mass of H2B-GFP hESC colonies 

does not move appreciably along the R-C axis during μNTLS development (Supplementary Fig. 4c, 

Supplementary Video 2), consistent with a limited role of cell migration in NT patterning12.   

 

Cell clustering analysis of single-cell transcriptome data of µNTLS 
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Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) was performed on R-C patterned µNTLS on Day 4 and R-C 

and D-V patterned µNTLS on Day 9 and Day 21.  Unbiased clustering of cells from all three samples 

reveals ten distinct cell populations annotated as FB, MB, IsO, HB, SC, NMP, RP, FP, NC and Neuron, 

based on lineage marker expression (Fig. 3a,b, Extended Data Fig. 8).  Specifically, FB cluster shows 

notable expression of dorsal FB markers EMX2 and FEZF2, ventral FB marker LHX5, and FB marker 

FOXG1 (Extended Data Fig. 8).  MB cluster displays pronounced expression of FB/MB marker OTX2 

but not PAX6, a gene that in mouse is expressed in dorsal FB, HB and SC but not in MB (Extended 

Data Fig. 8).  HB cluster shows high expression of HB marker GBX2 and rostral HOX genes such as 

HOXB1 and HOXA2 but not caudal HOX genes (Extended Data Fig. 8).  Located between MB and HB 

clusters, IsO cluster expresses genes encoding IsO associated transcription factors (EN2, PAX2, PAX5 

and PAX8) and FGF ligands (FGF8, FGF12 and FGF17) (Extended Data Fig. 8), in line with an 

essential organizing role of FGF signaling for IsO13.  SC cluster shows notable expression of caudal 

HOX genes such as HOXA5, HOXB8 and HOXB9 (Extended Data Fig. 8).  NMP cluster displays 

pronounced expression of SOX2, TBXT and other NMP-associated genes such as NKX1-2, CDX2 and 

HES7 (Extended Data Fig. 8).  RP and FP clusters show notable expression of genes associated with 

BMP/WNT signaling (GDF7, BMP2, WNT1, WNT3A and WNT10B) and SHH (SHH) signaling, 

respectively (Extended Data Fig. 8).  NC cluster shows pronounced expression of genes associated 

with neural plate border (NPB; PAX3 and MSX2), NC specification (SOX10, ETS1 and FOXD3), and 

diversification into mesenchyme (TWIST1) and glia (S100B, S100A10 and MPZ) (Extended Data Fig. 

8).  The last cell cluster Neuron represents postmitotic neurons with marked expression of STMN2, 

TUBB3 and MAP2 (Extended Data Fig. 8).   

RNA velocity analysis, which predicts direction of cells moving in transcriptional space, shows 

that progenitor cells in FB, MB, HB and SC clusters all contribute to neurogenesis in µNTLS (Fig. 3a).  

Opposing RNA velocity trajectories are evident at the boundary of MB and HB clusters, where IsO 

cluster is located, supporting lineage restriction preventing transitioning between MB and HB cell fates14 
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(Fig. 3a).  RNA velocity trajectories for SC cluster are rooted in NMP cluster, supporting a role of 

NMPs in SC development (Fig. 3a).  It should be noted that current RNA velocity approaches could 

sometimes fail to identify accurate velocity vector fields, partly due to high noises in unspliced mRNAs, 

transcriptional boosts and batch effect15.  In this study, some unrealistic RNA velocity trajectories are 

also evident, such as those from FP to HB and from FP to NC (Fig. 3a).  It should be noted that FP 

cluster only exists in Day 21 µNTLS data (Extended Data Fig. 8c,d), and there might be unresolved 

batch effect when integrating Day 4, Day 9 and Day 21 µNTLS data before embedding integrated 

dataset onto UMAP. 

 

Comparative transcriptome analysis with mouse embryo data 

We compared transcriptome data of µNTLS with published scRNA-seq datasets of mouse embryos at 

late gastrulation (E7.75-8.5)16 and early organogenesis (E9.5-13.5)17 stages.  Principal component 

analysis (PCA) reveals that R-C patterned µNTLS on Day 4 and R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS on Day 

9 and Day 21 show closest transcriptome similarities with mouse neural cells at E8.25, E10.5 and E11.5, 

respectively, which correspond to human neural cells at CS8/9, 12, and 14, respectively18,19 

(Supplementary Fig. 8).  Transcriptome datasets of Day 4, Day 9, and Day 21 µNTLS are then 

integrated with those of whole mouse embryos at E8.25, E10.5, and E11.5, respectively, revealing that 

more than 98% of µNTLS cells on Day 9 and Day 21 fall onto the regions of mouse neural cells at 

E10.5 and E11.5, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 9).  Only 57% of Day 4 µNTLS cells overlap with 

mouse neural cells at E8.25 (Supplementary Fig. 9), consistent with incomplete neural conversion of 

Day 4 µNTLS (see data in Extended Data Fig. 3a,b).  When Day 4, Day 9, and Day 21 µNTLS data 

are integrated only with those of mouse neural cells at E8.25, E10.5, and E11.5, respectively, high 

concordances are evident between μNTLS and mouse cells at corresponding stages (Supplementary 

Fig. 10a-c).  Cell clusters of Day 4, Day 9, and Day 21 µNTLS overlap with their counterparts from 

E8.25, E10.5, and E11.5 mouse embryos, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 10a-c).  In addition, 
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expression profiles of key markers in UMAP analyses show notable similarities between µNTLS and 

corresponding mouse neural cells (Supplementary Fig. 10a-c).  Additional correlation analysis 

between annotated neural cell clusters from µNTLS and mouse embryos further supports transcriptome 

similarities between Day 4, Day 9, and Day 21 µNTLS and E8.25, E10.5, and E11.5 mouse neural cells, 

respectively (Supplementary Fig. 10d).  Similar composition changes of neural cell populations are 

evident as µNTLS develop from Day 4 to Day 21 and mouse embryos progress from E8.25 to E11.5 

(Supplementary Fig. 10e).    

Based on additional comparative transcriptome analysis with scRNA-seq datasets of human 

embryos at early organogenesis stages (CS12-16) (see Fig. 3c-f, Extended Data Fig. 9), we conclude 

that µNTLS on Day 4, Day 9, and Day 21 show closest transcriptome similarities with human neural 

cells at CS8-9 (Day 17-20), CS12 (Day 26-30), and CS15-16 (Day 35-42), respectively (Fig. 3c, 

Extended Data Fig. 9, Supplementary Fig. 8).  Thus, development of µNTLS is accelerated from Day 

4 to Day 9 compared to human neural development from CS8-9 (Day 17-20) to CS12 (Day 26-30).  

Development of µNTLS between Day 9 and Day 21 shares similar pace with human neural development 

from CS12 (Day 26-30) to CS15-16 (Day 35-42).  Accelerated development of µNTLS from Day 5 to 

Day 9 is possibly due to exogeneous BMP and RA/SHH signals imposed on µNTLS during this time 

period, which likely promote neural differentiation of µNTLS.  It should also be noted that formation of 

µNTLS bypasses the neurulation process occurring in vivo from CS9 to CS12 for NT development.  

 

Subclustering analysis of FB and Neuron clusters as well as SC-related cells 

Subclustering analysis of FB cluster from R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS on Day 21 reveals Dorsal and 

Ventral FB subclusters, consistent with subclustering analysis of FB cells from CS15-16 human 

embryos20 (Extended Data Fig. 10a,b).  In addition, cell proportions of Dorsal and Ventral FB 

subclusters are comparable between µNTLS and human embryos (Extended Data Fig. 10c).  

Consistent with human FB cells, FB cells from Day 21 µNTLS express bona fide FB marker FOXG1 
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(Extended Data Fig. 10d).  Cells in Dorsal and Ventral FB subclusters of µNTLS further show marked 

expression of dorsal FB markers PAX6, DMRTA1, and EMX2 and ventral FB markers SIX3 and NKX2-1, 

respectively (Extended Data Fig. 10d,e).  It should be noted that markers of dorsal and ventral FB used 

in Extended Data Fig. 10d are identified based on scRNA-seq data of human embryos20.   

The comparison between FB cluster from Day 21 µNTLS and FB cells from CS15-16 human 

embryos also reveals some important differences.  Specifically, Gene Ontology (GO) terms associated 

with metabolic and cell cycle processes are downregulated in FB cluster from Day 21 µNTLS compared 

to FB cells from CS15-16 human embryos (Extended Data Fig. 10f).  Conversely, GO terms associated 

with brain development and cell fate commitment are upregulated in FB cluster from Day 21 µNTLS 

compared to FB cells from CS15-16 human embryos.  This comparative transcriptome analysis might 

provide insights useful for improving µNTLS culture protocols to better model FB development in the 

future. 

Subclustering analysis of SC-related cells, including cells from SC cluster and those from RP 

and FP clusters that express HOX4-13 genes, reveals five subclusters annotated as Nascent SC, Dorsal 

SC, Ventral SC, RP, and FP, based on lineage marker expression (Extended Data Fig. 10g-k).  Cells in 

Nascent SC subcluster are mainly from Day 4 µNTLS and show notable expression of NMP associated 

genes such as NKX1-2, CDX2, and FGF17 but do not express NMP marker TBXT (Extended Data Fig. 

10g-k).  As expected, cells in Dorsal SC and Ventral SC subclusters show upregulated expression of 

dorsal and ventral SC markers, respectively (Extended Data Fig. 10g-k).  We should note here that 

markers for each D-V progenitor domain of SC are identified based on scRNA-seq data of mouse SC 

between E9.5-13.521.  

To gain insights into neuronal diversity in µNTLS, we performed detailed comparison between 

Neuron clusters from µNTLS and human embryos20.  Cells from Neuron clusters of Day 9 or Day 21 

µNTLS are mapped onto the UMAP of Neuron clusters from CS12 or CS15-16 human embryos, 

respectively, and are assigned identities based on annotations used in original publication20.  This 
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comparative transcriptomic analysis reveals that Day 9 and Day 21 µNTLS contain all the Neuron 

subclusters present in CS12 and CS15-16 human embryos, respectively (Fig. 3f, Extended Data Fig. 

9b,d,f, Supplementary Fig. 11).  Particularly, the Neuron cluster of Day 21 µNTLS contains Neocortex 

intermediate progenitor (IPC; TBR1+, NEUROD1+, and NEUROG1+), GABAergic neuron (DLX1+, 

DLX2+, and GAD2+), Midbrain Pitx2 neuron (PITX2+ and SYT7+), Hindbrain neuron (LHX1+), and 

Spinal cord neuron (HOXB6+ and HOXB8+) (Fig. 3f, Extended Data Fig. 9b,d,f, Supplementary Fig. 

11).  Thus, the neuronal subclusters from Day 21 µNTLS show FB, MB, HB or SC axial identity, 

supporting active neurogenesis programs across the entire R-C axis of Day 21 µNTLS.  Presence of 

Neocortex intermediate progenitors and GABAergic neurons further supports successful D-V patterning 

in rostral regions of Day 21 µNTLS.  Subclusters in Neuron cluster of Day 21 µNTLS also show 

transcriptomic profiles comparable with their counterparts from CS15-16 human embryos20 (Fig. 3f, 

Extended Data Fig. 9b,d,f, Supplementary Fig. 11).  While μNTLS encompasses FB neural 

progenitor cells (FOXG1+) and Neocortex intermediate progenitors (TBR1+, NEUROD1+, and 

NEUROG1+), these populations appear to be underrepresented in μNTLS in comparison to human 

embryos (see Extended Data Fig. 9g, Supplementary Fig. 11b).  This discrepancy might be attributed 

to the potential absence of local inductive signals from secondary organizers, such as the anterior neural 

ridge, critical for FB development.  Achieving a more accurate recapitulation of in vivo morphogen 

environments for improved FB development remains a future goal for μNTLS. 

 

CellChat and gene regulatory network analyses 

CellChat analysis, useful for inference of ligand-receptor interactions between pairs of cell clusters22, 

was conducted using integrated transcriptome dataset of R-C patterned µNTLS on Day 4 and R-C and 

D-V patterned µNTLS on Day 9 and Day 21, revealing IsO and NMP clusters as notable sources of 

ligands involved in FGF signaling and NMP as a major source for non-canonical WNT signaling 
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(Supplementary Fig. 12a,b).  BMP and canonical WNT signals are mainly emanated from cells in RP 

cluster, whereas SHH signal is mainly from cells in FP cluster (Supplementary Fig. 12a,b).   

We also performed gene regulatory network (GRN) analysis for each cell cluster using 

SCENIC23.  Notably, FB markers SIX3 and EMX2, IsO markers PAX2/5/8, NMP markers CDX2 and 

NKX1-2, RP marker MSX2, and FP markers FOXA1/2 are identified as regulons of corresponding cell 

lineages (Supplementary Fig. 12c,d).  Rostral HOX genes such as HOXB2 are identified as regulons of 

HB, whereas caudal HOX genes such as HOXC5 are identified as regulons of SC (Supplementary Fig. 

12c,d). 

 

Analysis of reproducibility of µNTLS at the single-cell level 

To examine reproducibility of µNTLS at the single-cell level, scRNA-seq data of R-C and D-V patterned 

µNTLS on Day 9 from two different batches are compared, revealing highly reproducible cellular 

composition and transcriptional states for each cell cluster (Supplementary Fig. 13).  To quantify 

reproducibility of µNTLS, we calculated mutual information (MI) score between cluster and batch 

identity based on µNTLS scRNA-seq dataset24.  µNTLS MI score is less than those of brain organoids 

and fetal human cortex tissues24, supporting that µNTLS have greater reproducibility than brain 

organoids.  

 

Subclustering and trajectory analysis of NC cluster 

Subclustering analysis of NC cluster from integrated transcriptome dataset of R-C patterned µNTLS on 

Day 4 and R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS on Day 9 and Day 11 reveals seven subclusters annotated as 

Premigratory NC, Delaminating NC, Schwann cell, Mesenchymal cell, Sensory neuron, Sympathetic 

neuron, and Melanoblast, based on lineage marker expression (Fig. 4g, Extended Data Fig. 12a-d).  

Cells in Premigratory NC subcluster show notable expression of both NT markers (FOXB1) and NPB 

specifiers (PAX7, MSX1 and ZIC2) (Extended Data Fig. 12a-d).  Cells in Delaminating NC subcluster 
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show marked expression of SNAI2, a key epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) gene, and a 

battery of genes related with NC migration such as PCDH7, MMP16, ITGA8, and CDH6 (Extended 

Data Fig. 12a-d).  Cells in Schwann cell subclusters highly express Schwann cell markers (MPZ, 

S100A10, PLP1, and SOX10) (Extended Data Fig. 12a-d).  Cells in Mesenchymal cell subcluster show 

upregulated expression of mesenchymal fate-specifying genes, including TWIST1, PRRX1, and PRRX2 

(Extended Data Fig. 12a-d).  Cells in Sensory neuron subcluster show marked expression of sensory 

neuron markers ISL1, EYA2, and POU4F1 (Extended Data Fig. 12a-d).  Cells in Sympathetic neuron 

subcluster express sympathetic neuron markers ASCL1 and PHOX2B (Extended Data Fig. 12a-d).  

Finally, cells in Melanoblast subcluster show upregulated expression of melanoblast markers such as 

MITF, PMEL, and DCT (Extended Data Fig. 12a-d). 

We next isolated HOX- cranial NC cells from NC cluster to infer their developmental trajectories 

based on pseudotime analysis (Extended Data Fig. 12h).  This analysis reveals lineage diversification 

of HOX- cranial NC cells into Schwann cell, mesenchymal cell, sensory neuron, and melanoblast fates 

(Extended Data Fig. 12h-j).  Notably, HOX- cranial NC cells does not include sympathetic neurons, 

consistent with in vivo knowledge25 and immunostaining data of µNTLS in Fig. 4c,e.  Developments of 

HOX- cranial NC-derived lineages all go through a premigration stage and a delamination phase, 

characterized by downregulated expression of NT markers (IRX1/2) or NPB specifiers (PAX7 and 

ZIC2/5), followed by upregulation of cell migration-related genes (CDH6, PDGFC, FBLN1 and 

MMP16) (Extended Data Fig. 12j).  Migration related genes are then downregulated for all lineage 

paths, before Schwann cell (MPZ, S100A10, S100B and PLP1), mesenchymal cell (TWIST1 and 

PRRX1/2), sensory neuron (DCX, POU4F1, NEUROG1 and ISL1) and melanoblast (MITF, PMEL, KIT 

and DCT) fate specific markers are upregulated along the Schwann cell, Mesenchyme, Sensory neuron, 

and Melanoblast trajectories, respectively (Extended Data Fig. 12j). 

 

Characterization of microfluidic forebrain-like structures (µFBLS) 
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On Day 40, 66.4% ± 4.1% dorsal and 60.0% ± 4.8% ventral µFBLS contain a single central apical 

lumen, demarcated by ZO-1 expression (Extended Data Fig. 13c,d,e,g).  Both dorsal and ventral 

µFBLS express FB marker FOXG1 (Extended Data Fig. 13e,g), supporting their FB identity.  Dorsal 

µFBLS express dorsal FB neural progenitor cell (NPC) marker PAX6, but not ventral FB marker DLX2, 

supporting their dorsal FB identity (Extended Data Fig. 13e).  Importantly, along the apical to basal 

axis of dorsal µFBLS, PAX6+ dorsal NPCs, TBR2+ intermediate neural progenitor cells (IPCs) and 

CTIP2+, TBR1+, SATB2+ cortical neurons form layered cellular organizations (Extended Data Fig. 

13f), mimicking cortical patterning in vivo26.  REELIN+ Cajal-Retzius cells are also evident in outer 

regions of dorsal µFBLS (Extended Data Fig. 13e).  Similarly, layered apicobasal organizations of 

ventral NPCs (GSX2+), IPCs (ASCL1+) and neurons (DLX2+, MEIS2+, and CTIP2+) are evident in 

ventral µFBLS (Extended Data Fig. 13g,h), resembling ventral FB development in vivo27.  Given 

GSX2, ASCL1, and MEIS2 as lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE) markers, expression of these markers 

in ventral µFBLS further suggests a LGE identity of ventral µFBLS (Extended Data Fig. 13g,h). 

During FB development, CTIP2 is expressed in cortical and LGE neurons, whereas NKX2-1 is 

upregulated in more ventral medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) region.  Whole-mount immunostaining 

of D-V patterned µFBLS on Day 40 clearly shows spatially separated expression domains of CTIP2 and 

NKX2-1 (Fig. 5c, Supplementary Video 7), supporting successful D-V patterning of µFBLS.  To 

further discern D-V pattering of Day 40 µFBLS, sectioned slices of µFBLS were examined.  D-V 

patterned µFBLS show spatial separations of TBR1+ cortical neurons in dorsal regions and DLX2+ 

subpallium neurons in ventral domains (Fig. 5d, Extended Data Fig. 13i).  Some DLX2+ subpallium 

neurons are also evident in dorsal regions of µFBLS (Fig. 5d, Extended Data Fig. 13i), suggesting 

possible migration of subpallium neurons into dorsal µFBLS regions.  Dorsal and ventral regions of D-V 

patterned µFBLS also exhibit layered apicobasal organizations of neural progenitor / neuronal domains, 

as revealed by patterned expression of PAX6, TBR1, and CTIP2 in dorsal regions and ASCL1, DLX2, 

CTIP2, and MEIS2 in ventral domains, respectively (Extended Data Fig. 13i).  In developing human 
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FB, PAX6 is expressed in pallium and subpallium LGE regions26,28.  Consistently, most cells 

surrounding apical lumens of D-V patterned µFBLS express PAX6 (Extended Data Fig. 13i), 

supporting the presence of cortical and LGE-related FB areas in D-V patterned µFBLS. 

 

Analysis of single-cell transcriptome data of D-V patterned µFBLS 

We characterized identities of cells in D-V patterned µFBLS on Day 40 using scRNA-seq.  Unbiased 

clustering analysis reveals nine distinct cell clusters, annotated as Dorsal radial glia (dRG), Ventral 

radial glia (vRG), Outer radial glia (oRG), Excitatory intermediate progenitor (IP-EN), Inhibitory 

intermediate progenitor (IP-IN), Newborn excitatory neuron (nEN), and Newborn inhibitory neuron 1, 2, 

3 (nIN1, nIN2, nIN3), based on lineage marker expression (Fig. 5e,f, Extended Data Fig. 14a,b).  The 

FB identity of D-V patterned µFBLS is confirmed by marked FOXG1 expression in most µFBLS cells 

(Fig. 5f, Extended Data Fig. 14b).  Most cells in dRG, vRG, and oRG clusters express radial glia (RG) 

markers NES and VIM (Fig. 5f, Extended Data Fig. 14b), supporting their RG identity.  Transition 

from neuroepithelial cells to RG has been traditionally characterized by reorganization of tight junctions 

and thus decreased expression of ZO-126.  However, µFBLS retain ZO-1 expression on Day 40 (Fig. 

5b), suggesting an incomplete transition from neuroepithelial cells to RG.  dRG and vRG clusters show 

heightened expression of EMX2 / LHX2 and GSX2 / ASCL1, respectively (Fig. 5f, Extended Data Fig. 

14b).  oRG cluster exhibits marked expression of SLC1A3, HOPX, LIFR, and MOXD1 (Fig. 5f, 

Extended Data Fig. 14b), genes that have been identified preferentially expressed by oRG cells in 

developing human cortex29.  IP-EN and IP-IN clusters are characterized by notable expression of 

specific markers EOMES / NEUROD1 / NEUROG1 and ASCL1 / DLX1 / DLX2, respectively (Fig. 5f, 

Extended Data Fig. 14b).  And nEN and nIN clusters highly express SLC17A6 / TBR1 and GAD1 / 

GAD2, respectively (Fig. 5f, Extended Data Fig. 14b).  There are also a small number of cells in 

µFBLS expressing RSPO2 and LMX1A, suggesting their cortical hem identity (Extended Data Fig. 
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14b).  Together, these data show that excitatory and inhibitory NPCs, IPCs and neurons with a FB 

regional identity are present in D-V patterned µFBLS on Day 40. 

 To pinpoint the developmental stage of the cells in D-V patterned µFBLS, we compared scRNA-

seq data of Day 40 µFBLS with those of developing human forebrains at 5 - 14 post-conceptional weeks 

(PCW)30 (Extended Data Fig. 14c-j).  PCA analysis reveals transcriptome similarities between Day 40 

µFBLS and PCW 11.5-12 human FB tissues (Extended Data Fig. 14c,g).  Pallium-related cell clusters 

in µFBLS (dRG, IP-EN, and nEN) also show great transcriptome similarities with their counterparts in 

PCW11.5 human FB (Extended Data Fig. 14d,e).  We further compared differentially expressed genes 

(DEGs) in IP-EN cluster from µFBLS and in IPCs from human FB pallium regions, revealing a 

significant overlap between them, with 192 shared DEGs including commonly used IPC markers (TBR2, 

NEUROD4, and NEUROG1) (Extended Data Fig. 14f).  Interestingly, IP-EN cluster in µFBLS shows 

downregulated GO terms associated with cell cycle and metabolic processes compared to IPCs in human 

pallium (Extended Data Fig. 14f).  Conversely, GO terms associated with neuron differentiation and 

neuron projection development are upregulated in IP-EN cluster in µFBLS compared to IPCs in human 

pallium (Extended Data Fig. 14f). 

To identify inhibitory neuron subtypes in µFBLS, we compared transcriptome signatures of IN1, 

IN2 and IN3 clusters in µFBLS with those of human FB inhibitory neurons at PCW1230.  Correlation 

analysis shows high transcriptome similarities between µFBLS nIN1/2 clusters and human FB LGE 

interneurons and between nIN3 cluster and human FB MGE and caudal ganglionic eminence (CGE) 

interneurons, respectively (Extended Data Fig. 14h).  Marked expression of LGE, MGE, and CGE 

inhibitory neuron markers in UMAP analysis of µFBLS scRNA-seq data further supports the presence 

of LGE, MGE, and CGE inhibitory neurons in D-V patterned µFBLS (Extended Data Fig. 14i,j).   

RNA velocity and pseudotime analysis reveal lineage development trajectories from RG clusters 

to neuron clusters in D-V patterned µFBLS (dRG → IP-EN → nEN and vRG → IP-IN → nIN) (Fig. 5e, 

Extended Data Fig. 14k-m).  Dynamic gene expression along pseudotime supports cell fate transitions 
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from RG to IPCs to neurons in D-V patterned µFBLS (Extended Data Fig. 14k-m).  For example, along 

the dRG → IP-EN → nEN lineage development trajectory, RG related genes (LHX2, VIM, and HES4) 

are first downregulated, followed by transient upregulation of BMP signaling-related genes (ID3, BMP1, 

and BMP5) and IPC-related genes (EOMES and NEUROG1), before upregulation of excitatory neuron-

associated genes (TBR1, SLC17A6, and BCL11B) (Extended Data Fig. 14l,m).  This data further 

suggests a potential role of BMP signaling in FB pallium excitatory neuron development.  Similarly, the 

vRG → IP-IN → nIN1 lineage development path shows initial downregulation of vRG-related genes 

(GSX2 and ASCL1), followed by upregulation of inhibitory IPC markers (DLX2 and DLX5), before 

upregulated expression of inhibitory neuron markers (GAD2 and GAD1) (Extended Data Fig. 14l,m).  

Altogether, these data support the developments of both dRG and vRG, as well as excitatory neurons 

and LGE-, MGE-, and CGE-associated inhibitory neurons in D-V patterned µFBLS.  
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II. SUPPLEMENTARY VIDEO LEGENDS 

Supplementary Video 1. Dynamic formation of microfluidic human neural tube-like structures 

(µNTLS).  Representative time-lapse video showing synchronized development of an array of µNTLS 

through progressive lumenogenesis process, leading to the formation of a single continuous central 

lumen in each µNTLS.  Time stamps indicate culture time (t).  Scale bar, 500 µm.  Experiments were 

repeated three times with similar results. 

 

Supplementary Video 2. Clonal growth of H2B-GFP hESCs in µNTLS.  Representative time-lapse 

video showing clonal growth of H2B-GFP+ cells from Day 1 to Day 6 in µNTLS.  H2B-GFP hESCs are 

mixed with non-fluorescent hESCs at a ratio of 1 : 200 before cell seeding on Day 0.  Time stamps 

indicate culture time (t).  Scale bar, 100 µm.  Experiments were repeated twice with similar results. 

 

Supplementary Video 3. Development of neuromesodermal progenitors (NMPs) in µNTLS.  

Representative time-lapse video showing dynamics of BRACHYURY (BRA) expression at caudal end 

of R-C patterned µNTLS generated from a BRA-mNeonGreen hESC reporter line.  BRA-mNeonGreen+ 

NMPs are marked by arrowheads.  Time stamps indicate culture time (t).  Scale bar, 50 µm.  

Experiments were repeated twice with similar results. 

 

Supplementary Video 4. Contribution of NMPs to caudal spinal cord development.  

Representative time-lapse video showing dynamic development of NMP progenies, marked by ZsGreen 

expression, at caudal end of R-C patterned µNTLS from Day 4 to Day 7.  The µNTLS is generated from 

a TBXT::T2A-Cre lineage tracing hESC line.  Time stamps indicate culture time (t).  Scale bar, 100 µm.  

Experiments were repeated twice with similar results. 
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Supplementary Video 5. Dynamic growth of R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS.  Representative time-

lapse video showing development of R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS from Day 5 to Day 9.  Time stamps 

indicate culture time (t).  Scale bar, 300 µm.  Experiments were repeated three times with similar results. 

 

Supplementary Video 6. Contribution of NMPs to trunk neural crest development.  Representative 

time-lapse video showing dynamic development of NMP progenies, marked by ZsGreen expression, at 

caudal end of R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS from Day 5 to Day 11.  The µNTLS is generated from a 

TBXT::T2A-Cre lineage tracing hESC line.  ZsGreen+ NMP progenies contribute to trunk neural crest 

development in µNTLS.  Time stamps indicate culture time (t).  Scale bar, 100 µm.  Experiments were 

repeated twice with similar results. 

 

Supplementary Video 7. 3D view of D-V patterned human forebrain-like structure (µFBLS).  3D 

view of representative whole-mount immunostaining images showing D-V patterned µFBLS on Day 40, 

stained for CTIP2 and NKX2-1.  Scale bar, 200 µm.  Experiments were repeated twice with similar 

results.   
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III. SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE LEGENDS 

Supplementary Table 1.  List of top differentially expressed genes and GO analysis for cell 

clusters identified by scRNA-seq. 

 

Supplementary Table 2.  List of CRISPR/Cas9 guide RNAs and cloning primers to generate 

TBXT::T2A-Cre lineage tracer hESC line. 

 

Supplementary Table 3.  List of primers used in RT-qPCR. 

 

Supplementary Table 4.  List of antibodies used in immunocytochemistry (ICC) and 

immunohistochemistry (IHC). 
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IV. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES AND LEDENDS 

Supplementary Figure 1 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Characterization of Dextran diffusion in the microfluidic device. 

a. (Left) Schematic showing diffusion assays to characterize passive diffusion in the patterning 

region along the R-C axis during R-C patterning of µNTLS.  One day after 100% Geltrex is 

loaded into the central channel, Texas Red-labeled dextran (70 kDa) is supplemented into the 

right medium reservoir of the central channel as indicated.  (Top right) Fluorescence images 

were recorded at indicated time points for the boxed region in the central channel as indicated.  

(Bottom right) Brightfield and fluorescence images recorded at t = 72 h for the entire patterning 

region as indicated.  Experiments were repeated three times with similar results. 

b. (Left) Plot showing fluorescence intensity profiles along the length of the patterning region in the 

central channel at indicated time points.  The fluorescence intensity curves are calculated as 

averaged results across the entire width of the patterning region (see Methods).  A linear 

gradient of dextran is established 24 h after its supplementation into the microfluidic device and 

remains stable for at least 2 days.  (Middle) Plot showing fluorescence intensity profiles along 

the length of four subregions at t = 72 h and their mean values.  These subregions are generated 
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by dividing the patterning region in the central channel evenly along its width into four areas as 

indicated in a.  (Right) Plot showing fluorescence intensity profiles along the length of patterning 

regions in four different microfluidic devices at t = 72 h and their mean values.   

c. (Left) Schematic showing diffusion assay to characterize passive diffusion in the patterning 

region along the D-V axis during D-V patterning of µNTLS.  Specifically, on Day 5 Texas Red-

labeled dextran (70 kDa) is supplemented into the top channel as indicated.  (Right) Brightfield 

and fluorescence images are recorded for the entire patterning region in the central channel at t = 

48 h after dextran loading.   

d. (Left) Plot showing fluorescence intensity profiles along the width (D-V axis) of the patterning 

region in the central channel at indicated time points.  Fluorescence intensity curves are 

calculated as averaged data across the entire length of the patterning region (see Methods).  A 

stable gradient of dextran is established 12 h after its supplementation into the microfluidic 

device.  (Middle) Plot showing fluorescence intensity profiles along the width of the patterning 

region at t = 48 h.  Fluorescence intensity curves are calculated as averaged data across four 

evenly divided regions along the R-C axis as indicated.  (Right) Plot showing fluorescence 

intensity profiles along the width of the patterning region in different microfluidic devices at t = 

48 h.  Fluorescence intensity curves are calculated as averaged data across the entire length of 

the patterning region. 

 

All scale bars, 1 mm. 
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Supplementary Figure 2 

 

Supplementary Figure 2. Characterization of cell proliferation and viability in µNTLS. 

a. Representative stitched confocal micrographs showing R-C patterned µNTLS on Day 7 stained 

for EdU.  µNTLS were incubated with EdU solutions for different durations as indicated.  

Intensity maps depict relative mean EdU intensity as a function of relative R-C position in 

μNTLS.  n45 min = n2 h = 17, and nexperiment = 3. 

b. (Left) Representative fluorescence micrographs generated from maximum intensity projection of 

z-stack confocal images, showing R-C patterned µNTLS on Day 7 stained for ethidium 

homodimer-1 (EthD-1) to label dead cells.  (Right) Plot showing percentage of EthD-1+ dead 

cells in µNTLS on Day 7.  Error bar represents mean ± SEM.  nµNTLS = 13 and nexperiment = 2. 

 

In a and b, nuclei were counterstained with DAPI.  All scale bars, 400 µm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 

 

Supplementary Figure 3. Effects of WNT, RA and FGF signaling on R-C patterning of µNTLS. 

a. Representative stitched confocal micrographs showing R-C patterned µNTLS, untreated or 

treated with WNT inhibitor IWP2 (1 µM), FGF inhibitor PD173072 (400 nM), or RA inhibitor 

BMS493 (2.5 µM) as indicated, stained on Day 4 for SOX2, CDX2, and BRACHYURY (BRA).  

Zoom-in views of boxed regions are shown on the right, with arrowheads marking SOX2+BRA+ 

NMPs.  Intensity maps depict relative mean values of indicated markers as a function of relative 

R-C position in µNTLS.  n ≥ 2 experiments for each condition.  For control, ncolony = 20 and 

nexperiment = 3; for RA inhibition (RAi), ncolony = 10 and nexperiment = 2. 
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b. Representative stitched confocal micrographs showing R-C patterned µNTLS treated with IWP2, 

PD173072, or BMS493 as indicated, stained on Day 7 for OTX2, HOXB1, HOXB4, and 

HOXC9.  Zoom-in views of boxed regions are shown on the right.  Intensity maps depict relative 

mean values of indicated markers as a function of relative R-C position in µNTLS.  n ≥ 2 

experiments for each condition.  For control, nOTX2 = 12, nHOXB1 = 22, nHOXB4 = 22, nHOXC9 = 12, 

and nexperiment = 3; for FGF inhibition (FGFi), nHOXB1 = 12, nHOXB4 = 12, and nexperiment = 2; for RA 

inhibition (RAi), nHOXB1 = 12, nHOXB4 = 10, nHOXC9 = 11, and nexperiment = 2. 

c. Plot showing relative R-C positions of CDX2+ and BRA+ domains in Day 4 µNTLS under 

indicated conditions.  Rostral and caudal ends of µNTLS are designated as 0 and 1, respectively.  

Data are plotted as mean ± SEM.  n values are provided in a.  

d. Plot showing relative R-C positions of HOXB1+, HOXB4+, and HOXC9+ domains in Day 7 

µNTLS under indicated conditions.  Rostral and caudal ends of µNTLS are designated as 0 and 

1, respectively.  Error bars represent mean ± SEM.  n values are provided in b.  

 

In a and b, nuclei were counterstained with DAPI.  All scale bars, 400 µm. 
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Supplementary Figure 4 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Clonal analysis of R-C patterned µNTLS. 

a. (Left) Protocol for clonal growth assay.  Single H2B-GFP hESCs are mixed with non-fluorescent 

hESCs during cell seeding at a ratio of 1 : 200.  Length and width of H2B-GFP cell colonies are 

recorded daily.  (Right) Representative brightfield and fluorescence images showing clonal 

growth of H2B-GFP hESCs in µNTLS from Day 1 to Day 6 (see Supplementary Video 2).  

Experiments were repeated three times with similar results.  Scale bar, 200 µm. 

b. Box-and-whisker plots showing length and width of H2B-GFP cell colonies in µNTLS along the 

R-C axis as a function of time (box: 25-75%; bar-in-box: median; whiskers: 1.5 × interquartile 

range).  Only clonal growth from a single H2B-GFP hESC is included for quantification.  ncolony 

= 10, 11, 10, and 11 for Region 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.  One-way ANOVA tests were 

performed, followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests to calculate p values.   

c. Plots showing center of mass positions of H2B-GFP cell colonies in µNTLS as a function of 

culture time, for colonies in different µNTLS regions as indicated.  The center of mass positions 

are plotted relative to their values on Day 1.  Thin grey lines represent data from individual 

colonies, and thick color lines represent mean values.  Error bars represent mean ± SEM.  n 

values are provided in b.  
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Supplementary Figure 5 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Development of R-C patterned µNTLS using H9 hESCs, H1 hESCs, and 

a hiPSC line. 

a-c.  Representative stitched confocal micrographs showing R-C patterned µNTLS on Day 7 

generated from H9 hESCs (female; a), H1 hESCs (male; b) and a hiPSC line (male; c) stained 

for OTX2 and HOXB1 and HOXB1, HOXB4, and HOXC9, as indicated.  Nuclei were 

counterstained with DAPI.  Zoom-in views of boxed regions are shown on the right.  Intensity 

maps depict relative mean values of indicated markers as a function of relative R-C position in 

µNTLS.  Scale bars, 400 µm.  For a, nOTX2 = 12, nHOXB1 = 22, nHOXB4 = 22, nHOXC9 = 12, and 

nexperiment = 3; for b, nOTX2 = 11, nHOXB1 = 23, nHOXB4 = 23, nHOXC9 = 12, and nexperiment = 2; for c, 

nOTX2 = 13, nHOXB1 = 24, nHOXB4 = 24, nHOXC9 = 11, and nexperiment = 2. 

d. Plot showing relative R-C positions of OTX2+, HOXB1+, HOXB4+, and HOXC9+ domains in 

R-C patterned µNTLS on Day 7 from H9 hESCs, H1 hESCs, and hiPSCs.  Rostral and caudal 

ends of µNTLS are designated as 0 and 1, respectively.  Error bars represent mean ± SEM.  n 

values are provided in a-c.  Note that variations of R-C patterning in µNTLS are evident between 

different hPSC lines, likely due to variations of epigenetic and genetic background among hPSC 

lines.   
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Supplementary Figure 6 

 

Supplementary Figure 6. Dynamic growth of R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS. 

a. Representative brightfield images showing R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS at indicated 

timepoints (See Supplementary Video 5).  Experiments were repeated twice with similar 

results.  Scale bar, 400 µm. 

b. Representative fluorescence images showing maximum intensity projection of z-stack confocal 

micrographs of R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS generated from H2B-GFP H9 hESCs at indicated 

timepoints.  Experiments were repeated twice with similar results.  Scale bar, 400 µm. 

c. Box-and-whisker plots showing projected areas and cell numbers in different R-C regions of 

µNTLS on Day 5 and Day 9 as indicated (box: 25-75%; bar-in-box: median; whiskers: 1.5 × 

interquartile range).  For projected area quantification, ncolony = 8 and nexperiment = 2; for cell 

number quantification, ncolony = 6 and nexperiment = 2.  One-way ANOVA tests were performed, 

followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests to calculate p values. 
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Supplementary Figure 7 

 

Supplementary Figure 7. Development of R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS using H1 hESCs and a 

hiPSC line.  Representative confocal micrographs showing transverse sections of caudal spinal cord 

(SC) regions of Day 9 R-C and D-V patterned µNTLS generated from H1 hESCs and hiPSCs as 

indicated.  Tissues were stained for PAX3, OLIG2, and SOX10.  Zoom-in views of boxed regions are 

included.  Intensity maps depict relative mean values of indicated markers as a function of relative D-V 

position in µNTLS.  Note that variations of D-V patterning in µNTLS are evident between different 

hPSC lines, likely due to variations of epigenetic and genetic background among hPSC lines.  For H1 

hESCs, nPAX3 = 20, nOLIG2 = 22, and nexperiment = 3; for hiPSCs, nPAX3 = 22, nOLIG2 = 22, and nexperiment = 3. 

Scale bars, 100 µm. 
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Supplementary Figure 8 

 

Supplementary Figure 8. Principal component analysis (PCA) of µNTLS and mouse embryonic 

cells.  PCA of Day 4, Day 9, and Day 21 µNTLS relative to published datasets of mouse embryonic 

neural cells at different embryonic days as indicated16,17. 
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Supplementary Figure 9 

 

Supplementary Figure 9. Transcriptomic comparison between µNTLS and whole mouse 

embryos. 

a. Integration of Day 4 µNTLS data with E8.25 whole mouse embryo data16;  

b. Integration of Day 9 µNTLS data with E10.5 whole mouse embryo data17;  

c. Integration of Day 21 µNTLS data with E11.5 whole mouse embryo data17.   
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Original annotations of mouse cells from the references are used here.  Regions associated with 

neural cells (including both NT and NC cells) from mouse embryo datasets are marked with solid lines.  

Percentages of cells from µNTLS fall onto or outside these regions are indicated in Pie charts.  n 

indicates cell number. 
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Supplementary Figure 10 
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Supplementary Figure 10. Transcriptomic comparison between µNTLS and mouse embryonic 

neural cells. 

a. (Top) UMAP on the left shows integrated data from Day 4 µNTLS and neural cells in E8.25 

mouse embryo16.  UMAP plots of Day 4 µNTLS data and E8.25 mouse neural cell data, 

separated from the integrated UMAP plot, are in the middle and on the right, respectively.  n 

indicates cell numbers.  (Bottom) Feature plots comparing expression of key marker genes 

between Day 4 µNTLS and E8.25 mouse neural cells.   

b. (Top) UMAP on the left shows integrated data from Day 9 µNTLS and neural cells in E10.5 

mouse embryo17.  UMAP plots of Day 9 µNTLS data and E10.5 mouse neural cell data, 

separated from the integrated UMAP plot, are in the middle and on the right, respectively.  n 

indicates cell numbers.  (Bottom) Feature plots comparing expression of key marker genes 

between Day 9 µNTLS and E10.5 mouse neural cells.   

c. (Top) UMAP on the left shows integrated data from Day 21 µNTLS and E11.5 mouse neural 

cells17.  UMAP plots of Day 21 µNTLS data and E11.5 mouse neural cells, separated from the 

integrated UMAP plot, are in the middle and on the right, respectively.  n indicates cell numbers.  

(Bottom) Feature plots compare key marker gene expression between Day 21 µNTLS and E11.5 

mouse neural cells.   

d. (Top) Pearson’s correlation analysis of cell clusters in Day 4 µNTLS with annotated neural 

clusters in E7.75 to E8.5 mouse embryo datasets16.  (Bottom) Pearson’s correlation analysis of 

cell clusters in Day 9 and Day 21 µNTLS with annotated neural clusters in E9.5 to E12.5 mouse 

embryo datasets17.  Black boxes highlight the highest correlation coefficients in each column.  

Correlation coefficients between indicated µNTLS and mouse clusters are calculated based on 

variable genes identified from mouse neural cell clusters.  For variable gene information, please 

see Supplementary Table 1.  
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e. Alluvial plots showing percentages of cells from each neural cell cluster in Day 4, Day 9 and 

Day 21 µNTLS (top) and mouse embryos at E8.25, E10.5 and E11.5 (bottom).   
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Supplementary Figure 11 
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Supplementary Figure 11. Analysis of Neuron cluster in µNTLS. 

a. UMAP plots of Neuron clusters in Day 21 µNTLS dataset (left) and CS15-16 human embryo 

dataset (left).  Neuron cluster in Day 21 µNTLS dataset is projected onto the UMAP of Neuron 

cluster in CS15-16 human embryo dataset and is annotated following the human reference data20 

(see Methods). 

b. Stacked bar plots showing percentages of cells in each Neuron subcluster from CS15-16 human 

Neuron cluster and Day 21 µNTLS Neuron cluster as indicated.  

c. Dot plot showing expression of key marker genes across cell subclusters in Day 21 µNTLS 

Neuron cluster and CS15-16 human embryo Neuron cluster as indicated.  Dot sizes and colors 

indicate proportions of cells expressing corresponding genes and their averaged scaled values of 

log-transformed expression, respectively. 

d. Heatmap showing relative expression (Z-score) of top-30 gene signatures calculated from CS15-

16 human Neuron cells in both CS15-16 human Neuron subclusters and Day 21 µNTLS Neuron 

subclusters.  For gene signature information, please see Supplementary Table 1. 
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Supplementary Figure 12 

 

Supplementary Figure 12. Intercellular communication network and gene regulatory network 

(GRN) analysis of µNTLS.  
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a. Heatmap showing contributions of individual signaling pathways as outgoing (top) and incoming 

(bottom) signals for each cell cluster identified from integrated dataset of Day 4, Day 9, and Day 

21 µNTLS. 

b. Circle plots showing inferred communication networks of selected pathways between cell 

clusters identified from integrated dataset of Day 4, Day 9, and Day 21 µNTLS.  Line thickness 

corresponds to communication probability between pairs of cell clusters. 

c. Heatmap of regulon activities in integrated dataset of Day 4, Day 9 and Day 21 µNTLS 

calculated from GRN inference.  Selected master regulators of each cell cluster are highlighted.  

See Supplementary Table 1 for all regulon information. 

d. (Top) UMAP of integrated dataset of Day 4, Day 9, and Day 21 µNTLS.  (Bottom) GRN 

activities of selected regulons overlaid on integrated UMAP plots. 
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Supplementary Figure 13 
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Supplementary Figure 13. Transcriptomic comparison between two batches of Day 9 µNTLS. 

a. UMAP of integrated single-cell transcriptome dataset of Day 9 µNTLS from two batches, color-

coded according to cell cluster identity annotations.  n indicates total cell number combined from 

both batches.   

b. UMAP of Day 9 µNTLS from batch 1 (left) and batch 2 (right), separated from integrated 

UMAP plot in a.  n indicates cell number from each batch. 

c. Stacked bar plot showing percentage of cells assigned to each cell cluster from batch 1 and batch 

2 µNTLS as indicated. 

d. Mutual information (MI) and Z-score calculated for integrated dataset of Day 9 µNTLS and their 

comparison with values reported for brain organoids and human fetal cortex.  MI scores 

represent dependence between the cluster and the individual.  MI scores range from 0 

(individuals have the same cluster makeup) to 1 (individuals cluster separately).  Z-scores 

represent divergence of MI score from the mean MI score expected at random. 

e. Dot plot comparing expression of key marker genes across different cell clusters from two 

batches of Day 9 µNTLS.  Dot sizes and colors indicate proportions of cells expressing 

corresponding genes and their averaged scaled values of log-transformed expression, 

respectively. 

f. Heatmap showing relative expression (Z-score) of top-20 gene signatures calculated from batch 1 

Day 9 µNTLS in both batches of Day 9 µNTLS.  For gene signature information, please see 

Supplementary Table 1. 
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